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PRELUDE MUSIC
Come Into This Place of Peace - William Schulz/Thaxter Cunio (WBUUC Choir)
Come into this place of peace, and let its silence heal your spirit
Come into this place of memory, and let its history warm your soul
Come into this place of power, and let its vision change your heart.

Covenant - Carol Caouette (WBUUC Choir)
To cross the river, to blur the line between your memory of sorrow, my fear of the unknown
We have the courage to wade into the waters, to swim against the current and tread a deeper
course
This is our covenant: to dwell together peacefully, to seek the truth in love and help each other
grow.

GIVING VOICE TO THE SPIRIT
Come, come whoever you are
Come, come whoever you are, wanderer, worshipper, lover of leaving
Ours is no caravan of despair
Come, yet again, come.

Gathered Here
Gathered here in the mystery of the hour
Gathered here in one strong body
Gathered here in the struggle and the power
Spirit - draw near.

WELCOME
Good morning, and welcome everyone, to White Bear Unitarian Universalist Church. I am Annie
Vail, serving on your Board of Directors.
We are a congregation in the free faith tradition, a community of youth, adults and children,
dedicated to pluralism in the spiritual search and ethics grounded in action.
Service participants today include Rev. Sara Goodman, Amy Peterson Derrick,Victoria Safford,
and Carol Caouette,  supported by Anna Gehres and Erin Scott.  Music today is from Carol
Caouette, the WBUUC Choir directed by Thaxter Cunio, and the Charlotte’s Web ensemble.

Today, after the service at 11:15, we hope that you will join us for Cyber Social Hour.  We’ll put
the Zoom link and easy instructions in the chat box.

Welcome to our church. Together we grow our souls and serve the world.



Chime

CALL TO WORSHIP (by Rev. Rebecca Edmiston Lange, adapted)

Come in.
Come into this space which we make holy by our presence.
Come in with all your vulnerabilities and strengths,
fears and anxieties, loves and hopes,
for here you need not hide, nor pretend,
nor be anything other than who you are
and who you are called to be.
Come into this space where we can heal and be healed, forgive and be forgiven.
Come into this space where the ordinary is sanctified,
the human is celebrated, the compassionate is expected.
Come into this space –
Together we make it a holy space.

Janet Urbanowicz will light the chalice.

LIGHTING THE CHALICE
As a church community in pandemic time, we have deeply grieved the loss of our times
together, times filled with warm and meaningful encounters, laughter, spectacular music, and
very inspiring sermons. And we have deeply missed our beloved church building that so
beautifully reflects our values and our love of nature, and that we have claimed each week to be
the place “we make holy by our presence.”

Paradoxically, we have discovered in our Zoom gatherings that what is keeping us apart is also,
in some ways, bringing us closer together. In our small group sessions, we find that we are
sometimes sharing deeper and more meaningful thoughts than we would likely be doing in
greeting each other at church. We are also aware that we are connecting with friends and
members, new and old, who live far away or find travel to Maple Street difficult, but can now join
with us together, apart.

As we envision our future as a congregation, we see all of us gathering together once again in
our beautiful church building, inviting others in and yet still continuing to reach out to our online
community. This expansive future of WBUUC is what is secured by the WBUUC Endowment
Fund.

Thanks to the generous contributions of WBUUC members, who have to date included the
church in their estate planning, we have a solid foundation of nearly $400,000 in the
Endowment Fund. But we need to reach an amount of $1,000,000 in the fund to be able to draw
on it to support our initiatives. We invite you to make a Legacy gift to the Endowment Fund as
part of your planned giving. In doing so, you will join other church members of our Legacy Circle



in helping to sustain WBUUC over the long term.   Please speak with any Endowment
Committee member to learn how.

I light the chalice this morning in honor of all church members who contribute to the WBUUC
Endowment Fund—who, through their generosity,  help ensure that others who follow us will
have the opportunity to grow their souls and serve the world—among people like all of you, filled
with warmth and kindness and humor, and committed to values of social justice and a free and
disciplined search for meaning.

So be it. See to it.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT from the Endowment Committee
Introduction
Kate Christopher and Phil Williams have a special announcement about why they have joined
others in our congregation to support the future of this community through the Endowment
Fund.
Video
Hi. We are Kate Christopher and Phil Williams.
Kate: We have been members at White Bear UU Church since 1989 and we were Unitarian
Universalists before we came here. We think that the Unitarian Universalist faith is the religion
for our times and that many are seeking a community where love and curiosity are nurtured.  I
have often claimed the title of Evangelical Unitarian! Over the years we have so often heard
people make testimonials about what it has meant to them to find our church and to become
part of this generous loving community where they feel they finally belong.
Phil: It has been important to each of us to serve in a number of capacities to help ensure that
our doors remain open wide for any one seeking to become part of this beloved community.
We think about those church elders who came before us and who made sure this wonderful
place was here for us when we needed it.  We want to do that too--make sure that White Bear
UU Church will be here long into the future.  Part of keeping the doors wide open is financial.
The church has gone through some tough financial times in the past.  I was treasurer during
some of those times and we know there will be times in the future when an endowment fund
could provide a welcome cushion.
Kate:   We feel that the endowment is one way to offer some stability  when we need our
community and staff the most. We are happy to be part of the Legacy Circle that will add
resources to build an endowment that will support the existence of our faith community long into
the future here in the woods of Mahtomedi.  We are pleased and grateful to celebrate Legacy
Sunday with you today.

OPENING WORDS  (in unison)
Love is the spirit of this church, and service is its law. This is our great covenant:
to dwell together in peace, to seek the truth in love, and to help one another

HYMN Hush
Hush, hush, somebody’s callin’ my name.



Hush, hush, somebody’s callin’ my name.
Hush, hush, somebody’s callin’ my name.
Oh my Lord, oh my Lord, what shall I do?

Sounds like freedom, somebody’s callin’ my name…

Sounds like justice, somebody’s callin’ my name…

Soon one mornin’, death comes creepin’ in my room…

I’m so glad that trouble don’t last always…

STORY
There are so many reasons that we share stories with one another--stories take us on
adventures, they help us connect with one another and learn about one another. Stories can tell
us about where we’ve been, and make us wonder about the future. And sometimes, stories can
give us guidance, like a beacon in the night, when we aren’t sure of who we are or who we are
called to be.

These stories, when told over and over again, might start to feel like they live inside of you; they
travel with you wherever you go, ready to be retrieved and retold whenever you feel lost,
providing warmth and light.

The story of our flaming chalice is like that-- it is a story that has been told and retold in our
congregation and in other Unitarian Universalist congregations over and over and over again…
and lives inside many of us. Maybe this is true for you.

I’m going to share the story of our chalice this morning, as I have shared it before, but first, I
invite you to take a moment, take a breath, close your eyes if you are comfortable...and notice,
for a moment, where this story and stories like it live in you. Where do you hold these stories so
that you can find them when you need them most? How do you feel when you are reminded of
these stories?

Once upon a time, not all that long ago, there was a great land over a great sea. It was not a
time of peace in this great land—it was a scary time—there was a war. A great big world war.
And it became known, even to those across the great sea, that there were people in this
war-torn land that were in danger—and that they needed help escaping to safety.
But there were many people that believed that we couldn’t or shouldn’t travel across the great
sea to help. That it was too dangerous, or that it just wasn’t our job.

Some people disagreed, including a Unitarian minister named Rev. Charles Joy. Rev. Joy
believed that we shouldn’t wait to help when there were people facing real danger, and that we
should help them get to safety, even if it meant taking risks ourselves. So he, and a group of
Unitarians, traveled across the great ocean to the great land, and they got to work.



Rev. Joy and his team reached out to anyone who would listen, anyone who could help provide
safe passage, money, transportation; anyone who believed as strongly as they did in the
possibility of safety for those in danger.

But the minister and his team ran into a problem—no one knew who they were; why would any
trust them to get them to safety in a time with so much danger? Not only that, but Rev. Joy and
his team spoke a different language than many of the people who needed help. So the minister
needed a little help; so he reached out to an artist. An artist, named Hans Deutch, who himself
had escaped danger and was far away from his home country, but was so inspired by the
minister and his team.

And so Hans got to work—he drew a picture of a cup, a chalice symbolizing healing and safety;
and the flame, symbolizing sacrifice and justice.

This chalice symbol helped Rev. Joy and the Unitarians working with the Unitarian service
Committee to lead thousands to sanctuary, to safety, away from the war.

After the end of the war, Unitarian and then Unitarian Universalist churches all over the country
and world heard this story, and they were inspired by it. It became part of them, guiding them
when they were lost, so they started lighting a chalice whenever they gathered.

Over the years, this story has become a part of many of us, and we are reminded of this story
each time we light a chalice, or maybe even anytime we wear a chalice necklace, or doodle a
chalice in a notebook...and each time we light a chalice or retell the story, or are inspired by this
story to continue the work for justice in our world, this story changes and grows, and we become
part of the story. The story is a part of us, but we are also a part of it.

No matter where we are, our chalice symbol reminds us of our call to be a beacon of hope and
justice, sanctuary and love. May we carry that light with us, inside us, wherever we go.

MEDITATION
Join me in the spirit of prayer, or meditation. Find a comfortable place for your body. Let your
eyes come to rest on something or someone that you love. Feel your deep connection - to that
one, to this one, to all.

If you have a chalice that you’ve lit, or can see my chalice - focus for a moment on the flame -
consider it’s glow, the warmth that can come from a tiny flame, the power of fire and air mixed
together -  the destructive, yet transforming power of flame. In our practice, we burn a candle in



a chalice every week. We burn it down, we burn down the wick, melting the wax of a candle into
a puddle of almost nothing, but that wax can be used again, reformed into a new candle.

Focus now inward, towards a deep part of yourself. Look lovingly at this person, as you would a
hurting child. It’s OK to be hurting, it’s OK to be confused. We are all tired beyond tired, moving
one motion at a time towards something - something better. Hold yourself in love, hold yourself
in empathy, hold yourself in compassion.

If you have closed your eyes, keep them closed, if you haven’t, now is the time to do so (as long
as you safely can). As you explore the darkness behind your eyelids, begin to focus on the
larger world, the hurting world. Imagine a great big imaginary spool of invisible bandage that you
wrap around the world and all the people in it who are hurting. Wrap that bandage around as
many times as you feel it needs to go. Tie it tight.

Tie it tight. Amen.

OFFERING
In these times, your financial support for our congregation matters more than ever. Please be
generous!

OFFERTORY MUSIC The 23rd Psalm (Bobby McFerrin, performed by Carol Caouette)

READINGS
FIRST READING
from Stanley Kunitz, from his poem, The Layers

I have walked through many lives,
some of them my own
and I am not who I was,
though some principle  of being
abides, from which I struggle
not to stray.

… I look behind,
as I am compelled to look
before I can gather strength
to proceed on my journey…
How shall the heart be reconciled
to its feast of losses? …

Yet I turn, I turn…
with my will intact to go
wherever I need to go,
and every stone in the road



precious to me.

Though I lack the art
to decipher it,
no doubt the next chapter
in my book of transformations
is already written.
I am not done with my changes.

SECOND READING
from Marge Piercy, from her poem, The Art of Blessing the Day

Attention is love, what we must give
children, mothers, fathers, pets, our friends, the news, the woes of others.
What we want to change we curse and then
pick up a tool. Bless whatever you can
with eyes and hands and tongue.  If you
can’t bless it, get ready to make it new.

THIRD READING
from Seamus Heaney, from his play, The Cure at Troy

Human beings suffer,
They torture one another,
They get hurt and get hard.
No poem or play or song
Can fully right a wrong
Inflicted and endured.

History says, don't hope
On this side of the grave.
But then, once in a lifetime
The longed-for tidal wave
Of justice can rise up,
And hope and history rhyme.

So hope for a great sea-change
On the far side of revenge.
Believe that further shore
Is reachable from here.
Believe in miracles



And cures and healing wells.

Call miracle self-healing:
The utter, self-revealing
Double-take of feeling.
If there's fire on the mountain
Or lightning and storm
And a god speaks from the sky

That means someone is hearing
The outcry and the birth-cry
Of new life at its term.

MUSIC Stonecatcher
written by Carol Caouette; performed by the Amity Choir, First Unitarian Church, Portland,
Oregon

One morning I woke up and I knew what to do
I’d catch all the stones that everyone threw.
I’d catch all the sorrow that I could in a day.
Then I’d take all the stones and I’d throw them away.

CHORUS
Don’t ask “Why?”
Say “We must all be free.”
Don’t ask "When?"
Say “You can count on me.”

One morning I woke up and I knew what to do
I’d catch all the stones that everyone threw.
I’d catch all the anger that I could in a day
Then I’d take all the stones and I’d throw them away.

CHORUS

One morning I woke up and I knew what to do
I’d catch all the stones that everyone threw.
I’d catch all the injustice that I could in a day.
Then I’d take all the stones and I’d throw them away.

SERMON Hope and History



A shout-out to the Amity Choir of First Unitarian Church in Portland Oregon, who made that
recording earlier this year, and to Carol Caouette, whose award-winning song it is, and to our
own choir, led by Thaxter Cunio, leading us on week after week, cheering us with music, setting
a beat we can dance to throughout this time of pandemic and politics, this time of such
uncertainty and fear.  We hear these voices, all this music, on Sundays and then all week long,
in our heads, coursing through our bloodstream - and we know we’re not alone.

What we want to change, says Marge Piercy in her poem, “The Art of Blessing the Day,” what
we want to change, she says, we curse, and then we pick up a tool. This is how change
happens:  You notice, curse, condemn, name right out loud what isn’t right, what isn’t fair, what
isn’t just, what isn’t true, and then pick up a tool, whether that tool is a poem or pen or a ballot or
piece of legislation, or a task (really small) or a phone to call a friend when you’re lonely or
exhausted or afraid, (or when you’re afraid that they might be afraid); whether that tool is a set
of principles or steps that you commit to live by, and a community of others that you commit to
honor with mutual accountability (a family, a COVID pod, a church); whether your tools are
songs or words or acts of courage or acts of ordinary, basic kindness, or prayers all by yourself.

“Attention,” she says, “is love, what we must give
children, mothers, fathers, pets, our friends, the news, the woes of others.
What we want to change we curse” -

and recent months, recent years, recent days and hours, have brought to us all manner of
sadness and disaster worthy of our curses –

“what you want to change you curse, and then
pick up a tool.  Bless whatever you can
with eyes and hands and tongue.  If you
can’t bless it, get ready to make it new.”

Get ready for revolution. Reformation. Reclamation. Restitution. Restoration. Recovery of what’s
precious and what matters when everything seems lost.
Not everything is lost.

Reformation is our theme this month, our theological theme, the practice of “acting up,” which is
a sacred practice.  I think of “reformation” and can’t help but think of THE Reformation, the
Protestant Reformation, out of which emerged our own Unitarian Universalist tradition in the
early 16th century.  A few years ago, one of you was traveling and brought back me back a gift,
commemorating the 500th anniversary of Martin Luther, who in 1517 acted up so famously in
Wittenburg by nailing his demands for change to the doors of the cathedral. One of you brought
me this [a Playmobil figure], my very own pocket-sized plastic Martin Luther, in his black clergy
robe, with his own translation of the bible, and in his hand, his weapon of choice, the light saber
of theological argument: a quill pen.  Up in the corner here it says, “Am Amfang War Das Wort,”
in the beginning was the word.  So this is a nice inspiration in our month of reformation, and a
reminder that this work isn’t new, this work of cursing and blessing and re-forming the present



world to shape a new future; it’s 500 years old, 5,000 years old, and older than that, and we’re
just here to carry that work forward.  What you can’t bless in this world, you get ready to make
new, with all the tools at your disposal, and that’s how we keep on.

I’m thinking about “acting up,” which so many of us, as children, were repeatedly told not to do,
especially in public.  “Oh, don’t mind her; she’s just acting up” - as if it were always an “act” for
children. Sometimes it’s not; it’s right and it’s real.  Orthodoxy loves obedience, but children
don’t, and adults act up as well, and some of them are prophets in our midst. I’m thinking of the
death this spring of Larry Kramer, the brilliant playwright and unapologetic activist whose coining
of the phrase “Act Up” in the late 1980’s raised the volume on demands for funds and research
for HIV and AIDS into a deafening roar.  ACT UP is an acronym for the AIDS Coalition to
Unleash Power, and they did – in the streets, in the media, in the halls of power, thousands of
queer activists and allies, noisily, angrily, inconveniently, urgently saving lives.  After his death,
Kramer was remembered fondly by a close friend, who was a young doctor in the 80’s, leading
the federal response to the crisis at the NIH.  Kramer vilified him relentlessly on the street and
on TV for letting government bureaucracy stall the search for a cure, and then he would call him
up at night and say, “Hey, I’m really sorry, Tony - it’s not personal; it’s just that calling you out is
the only way to get coverage on this. And really, you could be moving faster. Why don’t you
come chain yourself to the White House fence with us?” Larry Kramer’s doctor friend was
Anthony Fauci, who when asked by a reporter how they met, said, “I saw that this guy I’d never
heard of had called me an incompetent idiot and a murderer on the front page of the San
Francisco Examiner,” so Fauci asked to meet him, to see what he could learn about how to do
the work better and faster. Kramer kept attacking him, because he felt he had to, and Fauci
understood, and they were friends for 33 years, the oddest of odd couples.  When I think of
acting up, I think about what love requires, whether self-love, friendship, love of the stranger in
your midst, love of God or love of truth or love of this whole world.  It’s about acting up-ward.
“Go high,” said Michelle Obama. Upward, and onward.

Cornel West, historian, philosopher, says justice is what love looks like in public, and that’s what
reformation is, a revolutionary love, deeper than politics and deeper than religion, true to
principles and purposes that run like groundwater within us and among us, basic principles of
dignity and decency, justice and mercy and courage. We discourage acting up in children, and
also in each other and ourselves (we check ourselves) because it’s scary, inconvenient and
disruptive; reformation, the process of reform, always makes a scene. But instead of staying
safe and keeping quiet, we should whisper to each other and to our own selves, “Hush.
Somebody’s calling my name. O my Lord, what shall I do?” – because that may be the voice of
an ancestor, calling you out; or the voice of a descendant, a child or someone not yet even born,
calling you on; or the voice of God, or conscience; the still, small voice within, whispering,
“Ready or not, it’s time to pick up your tools.”

Seamus Heaney, the great Irish poet, based his play, “The Cure at Troy,” on an ancient Greek
drama, and throughout his re-telling echoes his own experience, both of the troubles in Northern
Ireland and the transition of power in South Africa, in which at the time he saw such hope.



Human beings suffer,
They torture one another,
They get hurt and get hard.
No poem or play or song
Can fully right a wrong
Inflicted and endured.

History says, don't hope
On this side of the grave.
But then, once in a lifetime
The longed-for tidal wave
Of justice can rise up,
And hope and history rhyme.

So hope for a great sea-change
On the far side of revenge.
Believe that further shore
Is reachable from here.
Believe in miracles
And cures and healing wells.

Call miracle self-healing:

...someone is hearing
The outcry and the birth-cry
Of new life at its term.

He believed that change could come, even in unlikely places. Change could come but human
beings would have to bring it, have to imagine not only the world, or the nation or the situation
transformed, but also ourselves. We have to imagine ourselves better and braver than we feel
ourselves to be, cast a line out to that vision, and pull toward it. Believe that further shore is
reachable from here, he said.  Call miracle self-healing.

I think of “reformation” and how it differs, just a bit, from “restoration” or “reconstruction.” To me,
reformation doesn’t want to make a thing the way it used to be, restore it to some prior, shiny
grandeur. Reformation wants to strip a thing  to its bones and start all over, the way children do
with playdough, or Tibetan monks with sand mandalas, blowing everything away, all the
pre-existing patterns.   Reformation wants to form it, shape it, in unprecedented ways, imagine it
anew.  You think of a goal like “making America great again” – the trouble there, beyond its
sickly, sentimental racism and white supremacist dog-whistle, is the false foundation on which it
wants to build. You can’t make great again a thing that never was, but together people can
dismantle the faulty framework of a house, and imagine - we could yet imagine - a nation that
believes in its own promise.  “The longed-for tidal wave of justice could rise up, and hope and
history rhyme.”   Such reformation would require, as reformations always do, the dismantling of



many structures, old constructions, monuments, institutions and entitlements, attitudes,
assumptions and beliefs, habits, ways of being that for some of us feel comfortable and natural
and normal and for others feel, and are, offensive to the point of soul-deadening, and
oppressive to the point of literally deadly.  Reformation is comprehensive in its scope.

It’s not just a matter of outgrowing and replacing an old suit of clothes, putting on something
more stylish.  Reformation means unstitching every stitch, deconstructing those old garments,
unravelling the entire fabric till nothing remains but a tangle of threads on the floor, and you’re
standing there naked and exposed.  You pick up your slender strand of hope, follow it to its
interconnection with other strands, and together begin the work of weaving a new cloth.

This is what Justice Ginsburg was doing all her life, as a lawyer, as a judge and then a justice
on the highest court, finding that thread of equity and honesty and fairness, and tugging on it
relentlessly, pulling on that thread until the whole shroud of prejudice and bias, opportunistic
misogyny, fell away in tatters and something truly new could be woven from strands of an
original, beautiful ideal. Not patchwork, not repair, but re-formation of the broken law.  That
careful work required acting up, as reformations always do, and in the moment people almost
always see that as uppity, unruly and unseemly, dangerous, untimely, inappropriate.  It’s only
looking backward at reform that we can see the beauty and integrity, the love and vision there,
what seems in retrospect like self-evident truth, the perfect rhyme of history and hope.

You know, fevers act up, and rashes on your skin, fiery, raging outbreaks that you can’t ignore,
and their purpose is not to make you miserable and itchy, not to make your head hurt and hair
hurt and your skin crawl – but to signal that something is wrong, something’s seriously wrong
deep within, and so the fever fires up, the rash flares up, the body acts up, to tell you,
something’s got to change.  Pay attention. Band-Aids and Advil and platitudes won’t fix it.
Discomfort sometimes is a gift.

Our own religious way was born in reformation, literally The Reformation, the great Protestant
upheaval in the 16th century, which the Catholic church felt at the time as a full frontal assault
on the one true faith, rank heresy, while the Protestants themselves, protesting, believed they
were redeeming the essential core of Christian doctrine, a bright thread disentangled now from
what they saw as Papist extravagance and hypocrisy. All of this was messy, much of it unholy.
How many millions of people died, were tortured, starved, imprisoned, burned, for “the love of
Christ” in those times, and also in the centuries to follow?

On the far fringes of the Protestant Reformation, far beyond the comfort zone of Martin Luther’s
formula for change, or John Calvin’s shrill demands, other movements rose in different parts of
Europe, in Italy and Spain, and what became, much later, Romania and Hungary, the Czech
Republic, Poland.  Others acted up in all kinds of unseemly and unruly ways, writing and
preaching and living out heretical and inappropriate theologies so outrageous that they were
charged by church authorities (both Catholic and Protestant) as “Unitarians,” deniers of
Trinitarian orthodoxy, enchanted by science and reason and freedom more than superstition,
compulsion or and fear. They were charged, charged and imprisoned and burned,  as



“Universalists,” believers in the radical idea that all are saved without exception, universally, not
only the rich, not only the powerful, not only the lucky or predestined. By definition, by virtue of
being human, all are saved, not damned to hell, the way flowers and rivers and grasses and
birds are saved – by grace, because they’re inherently holy, because we’re holy through and
through, even when we forget this or deny it and do terrible damage to each other.  These were
dangerous doctrines, threatening the standing order churches and the underlying architecture of
… everything. But the early Unitarians, like the early Lutherans and Calvinists, like the Catholics
themselves early on, and the first followers of Jesus, like all religious movements, the early
Unitarians sought not to destroy religion but redeem it – and that redemption had to be
disruptive, reformation always is - to get to the core, the heart, the health, the essential thread
connecting people to the web of life.

Over centuries of time, Unitarianism and Universalism, and eventually the merged movement,
have themselves been challenged, both by hostile assaults from without, and also and more
importantly, by fiery, searing, relentlessly tough-loving critique from within.  “Revelation is not
sealed,” sings a line in our hymnal, and reformation’s never done. The sure sign that something
is alive and not extinct is that it continues to evolve. And this is never easy – you know that just
from being a person.  Every time, the questions and critique to the status quo have felt
threatening and uppity; they’re met with skepticism and defensiveness, fragility:

Is Unitarianism just about reason and science, a kind of metaphysical book club?  Is it just about
intellectual growth?  If so, said Margaret Fuller in the 19th century, and Emerson and others, it’s
nothing but a “corpse-cold” (Emerson’s phrase) shell, and so the movement was transformed by
the Transcendentalist insistence on reverence, mystery, and wonder. Some people walked out,
but most stayed.

Is it only about the worth and dignity of individuals, one by one, believing whatever they want,
each independent of the others, all free agents? The movement was reformed again by those
insisting on interconnected and interdependent theologies of accountability and covenant.
Again, some walked out, not interested in social justice, public witness, faith in action – but most
stayed.

Is Universalism a liberal Christian doctrine, or is it something else entirely now, sweeping up in
its embrace every living thing, concerned with atoms and astronomy and also an ancient pagan
understanding of how nature and the cosmos all cohere? The movement changed again –
some left, most stayed.

Can you really look around this broken, bleeding world and smugly say that “all are saved”
without developing a mature theology of evil, a reckoning with sin?  Again, questions changed
the texture of the fabric of the faith, but you still can trace a few original bright threads.

More recently, more blatantly and beautifully, Unitarian Universalists (some) are asking, Whose
faith is this anyway? Whose voices are centered? Whose history is told, by whom, and whose
future?   What would it look like if our congregations were seriously anti-racist, anti-homophobic,



trans-inclusive? Who gets to say?  This year the UUA’s Commission on Institutional Change
published a report on their 3 year audit of white privilege and the structures of power within our
congregations and our movement, called Widening the Circle of Concern.  It’s heart-breaking
and heartening, this reformation from within.  And if we take the findings to heart, some people
will leave Some will say,

I don’t like this.
Why do we need to change? We’ve always done it this way.
We’re so welcoming already.
This does not feel like the church I grew up in.
All this criticism makes me feel guilty.
It seems like a lot of demands.
If “they” don’t feel like they’re part of “us,” and they’re so unhappy in our churches, why don’t
they just…?
This does not feel comfortable.
Why are they acting up?
I’m not sure what my place is anymore…

…and all of this churn says to me that the movement is alive and evolving, thriving and well,
leaning closer to its promise of justice, equity, compassion and inclusion. Everything is
changing, said Teresa Avila, a medieval Catholic, long before the Reformation, in lines set to
music centuries later by Thaxter Cunio, a Unitarian, and sung by our choir on Sundays.
Everything is changing all the time. The Reformation never ends.

You know this from being just a person, trying just to be who you are and who you’re called to
be. Stanley Kunitz, the poet, wrote when he was in his 80’s (maybe 90’s):

I have walked through many lives,
some of them my own
and I am not who I was,
though some principle  of being
abides, from which I struggle
not to stray.

That is the bright thread.

… I look behind,
as I am compelled to look
before I can gather strength
to proceed on my journey…
How shall the heart be reconciled
to its feast of losses? …

Yet I turn, I turn…



with my will intact to go
wherever I need to go..

Though I lack the art
to decipher it,
no doubt the next chapter
in my book of transformations
is already written.
I am not done with my changes.

That is glad good news of our own lives and our faith.

Silence

The hymn is Turn Back, #120 in the grey hymnal. It was written in the early 20th century, in the
midst of World War I, a time like times that we’re in now, with anxiety and disillusion thick in the
air, cruelty everywhere, the terrorism of Jim Crow, and pandemic lurking in the shadows.  Turn
back from the world you’ve constructed, it said, the world that’s become so familiar, and look
toward the world that might be.

HYMN Turn Back, Turn Back (Singing the Living Tradition #120)
Turn back, turn back, forswear thy foolish ways.
Old now is earth, and none may count its days;
yet humankind, whose head is crowned with flame,
still will not hear the inner God proclaim —
”Turn back, turn back, forswear thy foolish ways.”

Earth might be fair, its people glad and wise.
Age after age our tragic empires rise,
built while we dream, and in that dreaming weep:
would we but wake from out our haunted sleep,
earth might be fair, and people glad and wise.

Earth shall be fair, and all its people one;
nor till that hour shall God’s whole will be done.
Now, even now, once more from earth to sky,
peals forth in joy that old undaunted cry —
”Earth shall be fair, and all its people one.”

CLOSING WORDS
May peace dwell within our hearts, and understanding in our minds
May courage steel our will, and love of truth forever guide us.



FAREWELL
Friends, thank you for joining us.  If you’re not receiving our EMAIL NEWS, go to our website
and sign up! We’ll send updates twice a week about groups and gatherings, updates from the
Board of Directors, and more. Call or write with questions, or to ask for help, or to offer help.
Please join us at 11:15 for Cyber Social Hour. This is a wonderful opportunity to connect with
others in the congregation, to make new connections or renew old ones. We hope to see you
there. We are sending love to you from all of our locations. Stay well and stay connected,
everyone. So be it. See to it.  Amen.

POSTLUDE Keep Your Eyes on the Prize (traditional spiritual;  performed by Charlotte’s
Web, a WBUUC ensemble)


